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Linda Rehberg and Lois Conway are among America's most popular bread machine authors.
Their books have sold a combined 720,000 copies and counting. In this second revised edition
of The Bread Machine Magic Book of Helpful Hints, they update all 55 recipes to accommodate
the new two-pound machines--a major selling point. In addition, they present a buyer's guide to
64 popular machines, including the newest models, and offer expert troubleshooting techniques
and useful hints including how to:*alter the ingredients, yeast, crust settings, and baking cycles
to produce a better loaf*adjust for higher altitude and specific weather conditions*reduce or
eliminate salt, fat, sugar, cholesterol, dairy products, and glutenThe Bread Machine Magic Book
of Helpful Hints is the guide for every bread machine owner, expertly updated to meet the
demands of the market.
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turn to gold.”—an old Irish toastAcknowledgmentsLooking at the acknowledgment page in our
last book, Bread Machine Magic, you would have thought we’d written The Great American
Novel! We will try to contain ourselves this time. There are, however, many wonderful people
who are a major part of this book. Most of them are former Prodigy members who have taken us
many, many more steps down this road then we ever thought we’d travel. We hope that when
you read this book you’ll see how much their spirits are a part of it. We wish to acknowledge and
thank Irwin Franzel, our favorite rocket scientist, “Zoji” bread baker, and friend. The depth of his
knowledge, his willingness to respond to a daily barrage of questions, and his compassion for
other human beings was limitless. Linda Caldwell is another kindhearted human being whom
we’ve loved from the day she threatened to do a song-and-dance routine in her tap shoes and
Groucho glasses at our first cooking class. Her charming personality radiates right through the
video screen and she is always the first to lend a hand on the bulletin board when someone’s
having bread machine problems. We also send our many thanks to both Gene Hill and Melody
Gabriel, who took so much time to answer all our questions on gluten-free breads and shared
their favorite recipes with us. We’ve been very fortunate to meet and become friends with people
like Susan Lipton, Diana Lewis, Christiane Stakely, Marianne Wright, and Michelle Cook. In
addition to their many witty and humorous notes, they all shared helpful hints that were
incorporated into this book. Many people passed through Prodigy’s revolving door, shared their
experiences, gave us valuable feedback, expanded our knowledge, and kept us on our toes. We
wish to say “thank you” to all of you.We are very much indebted to Glenna Vance, who, on her
own time, spent many hours running nutritional analyses of all our recipes.Once again, we never
would have made it through without Debbie and Rick Carlson’s computer wisdom and patience
in times of extreme stress to keep us up and running. Thank you both!Ann Slaybaugh, Jim
Bodle, and Dawn Fletcher … thanks for sharing and inspiring some great recipes!We would also
like to thank Ann Slaybaugh and Scott Parker, two very special teachers at Poway High School,
for lending a hand with the math problems. Linda would still be trying to figure out those
substitutions if it weren’t for you!Jana Cason, we are very grateful to you for nursing us along in
our fledgling teaching careers. Your wonderful sense of humor, gentle guidance, and kind
support meant a lot to us.Barbara Anderson, our editor for the original version, still holds a
special place in our hearts. Her calm, soothing voice over the phone was music to our ears in
times of panic. We will always be grateful for her insightful comments, direction, and unwavering
support. Marian Lizzi stepped in to fill the void Barbara left and we were delighted to find we
were still in very competent hands. Marian, you’ve been the very essence of patience and we
thank you for making this revised edition possible.There were lots of friends, co-workers, and
neighbors who helped us out a great deal by taking all this bread off our hands. We always
appreciated your comments and hope you’ll be nearby when we start testing recipes for the next
book.Thank you, Shayna, for the impact your nature-loving, animal-preserving lifestyle has had
on us. We’re certain you’ll contribute much more than Vegan Burgers to this world in your
lifetime.This certainly wouldn’t be complete without mentioning the family pets … four very



special testers: Peppy Rehberg and the Conway brood of Soft Coated Wheaten Terriers—
Briscoe, Missy, and Susie. Theirs are discriminating palates indeed.Our love and our gratitude
are strongest felt for the two men in our lives, Jim and Dennis. Once again they endured
countless nights without dinners, testy wives, kitchens torn up or turned into laboratories, and
nonexistent social lives. The dust has settled, and it’s great to see you’re both still
here.IntroductionThe love affair continues.…When we finished our first book, Bread Machine
Magic, we thought our bread machine “career” was over. We moved all but our favorite machines
to the garage, took a deep breath, and contemplated the many ways we would take some time
off to kick back and relax. But what we discovered was that our first book was only the
beginning. We were immediately caught up in a flurry of activities. We did numerous book
signings, joined the Prodigy network, began teaching bread machine classes, and answered
hundreds of phone calls and letters. Everyone had questions, questions, questions, and we
didn’t always have the answers! We had to pull out those dusty bread machines and go back to
work. If we didn’t find the answers in the kitchen, we headed for our local libraries. We attended
cooking classes. It was obvious that our wonderful relationship with the bread machine wasn’t
over. It was simply blossoming into a new dimension.We met, spoke, and communicated with
hundreds of determined yet frustrated bread machine owners. At book signings and classes,
strangers hugged and thanked us when we came up with solutions to their common problems.
(We’ll work for hugs any day!) Those who had purchased a bread machine because they didn’t
know the first thing about baking seemed to be in need of basic information. The experienced
bakers threw more difficult questions our way and always asked “Why?” It was in the middle of a
book signing that the idea for this book finally bubbled to the surface. Though people
encouraged us to write another cookbook, it was obvious that what they truly needed was the
information we were teaching in our classes!We scooped up all our teaching notes, jotted down
the questions people asked, conducted endless tests, and at night fell asleep reading dozens of
books to expand our basic understanding of the science and inexact art of baking bread. For
several months, Linda typed morning, noon, and night, while Lois worked the phones.Our sights
were set on combining all we possibly could into one unique book, a handy reference guide for
bread machine owners. People with special dietary needs constantly wanted to know how to
eliminate or lower the fat, sugar, cholesterol, sodium, or animal products in their breads. “How
does one adjust to adverse weather conditions or high-altitude baking?” people asked. Our
favorite was the woman who wanted to know how to lighten up her breads. She claimed her
breads were so dense and heavy that when the birds ate them, they fell out of the sky! We were
asked if it was possible to bake breads in the machine free of wheat or gluten. We’ve answered
these concerns to the best of our ability. It’s our hope that you’ll find this book a very useful
kitchen companion and a helping hand. Baking homemade bread is meant to be a very simple
pleasure. We wish that for you most of all.Your questions spurred us on, kept us on our toes, and
inspired this book. We feel much of it was written, in a sense, by all of you. Therefore, we’d like to
end this introduction to your book with a few of our favorite quotes from the bread machine



bakers on the Prodigy network. People like this are why we still have an ongoing love affair with
bread machines and the wonderful people who use them.“My advice is to accept your current
inabilities and bake, bake, bake. Every loaf I made was a learning experience in itself.
Experiment and get the feel of the flours, the dough, and use as many senses as possible to
learn to make the type of bread dearest to your heart.”—BENJAMIN PRATER“The automatic
bread machine is an example of using high tech to restore us to one of the simple pleasures of
childhood. In honor of this paradox, I keep the bread machine sitting on top of an ancient food-
treadle sewing machine.”—GINNIE SAMS“Bread touches a heartstring in our souls that reminds
us of cold days and the warmth of a mother’s touch and snuggling in close to the hearth.”—
KAREN DAY1Bread MachinesTHE VARIOUS BREAD MACHINE FEATURESThe two questions
we’re asked most often are: “Which bread machine is your favorite?” and “Which machine do
you recommend I buy?” While we’re more than happy to rave about our favorites and can
recommend several, they’re our favorites because they suit our needs. It’s far better if we help
educate you about all the available features so that in the end the machine you take home will be
one in your price range with features that you—not we—feel are essential.So, if you’re an
undecided prospective bread machine owner, befuddled by the multitude of options bread
machines offer, read on. What follows is a description of the various bread machine features now
available. If you check off the options you most desire, you can approach the business of
selecting a new bread machine with confidence. You will be an informed buyer.You can also use
the Internet as a resource. (Start with our Web site at and follow the links or try the
rec.food.baking and rec.food.equipment news group.) One word of caution: Take in all
recommendations with the understanding that almost every bread machine owner loves his or
her particular brand and highly recommends it over all others. There are many, many good ones
on the market now but it’s unwise to select a machine based solely on a few recommendations
from people you don’t know. Pay more heed to those having problems with a particular model or
brand.PRICEFor the most part, bread machines range in price from $99 up to $250. As with
everything else in life, you get what you pay for. We encourage you to not make your selection
based on price alone. Always take the features the machine offers into consideration, too. If
money is a concern, look for sales on the more expensive machines. Shop discount stores.
Purchase through catalogues such as The Wholesale-by-Mail Catalogue by Lowell Miller and
Prudence McCullough (New York: Harper Collins Publishers, 1992), which is updated regularly.
We urge you to buy the very best machine you can afford.LOAF SIZEThese days, most bread
machines are sold as 1½- or 2-pound size machines (though that’s just a rough estimate of the
weight of the breads they produce). The 1½-pound loaf calls for about 3 cups flour. The 2-pound
loaf uses 4 cups flour.The benefit of buying the larger 2-pound machine with a vertical pan is
that you have the option of making small, medium, or large loaves as desired. The small 1-pound
loaves (2 cups flour) are the perfect size for one or two people. Since homemade breads contain
no artificial preservatives, they usually remain fresh for only two or three days. You’re better off
making smaller, fresh loaves more often than baking a large loaf that takes a week to consume.



It gives you the opportunity for more variety, too.LOAF SHAPEMost machines produce a
rectangular loaf of bread in a horizontal or a vertical bread pan. There are advantages to both
types of pan. The horizontal pan produces the more attractive bread, one that resembles in
appearance a homemade bread baked in the oven. It’s perfect for gift giving. If it weren’t for the
telltale hole in the bottom, no one would ever know it was baked in a machine. The vertical pan is
more versatile. Because the bread is turned on its side and sliced, every slice is consistently the
same size square. If your bread doesn’t rise very tall one time or hits the lid the next time, you’ll
still have the same size slice of bread, just fewer or more of them, whichever the case may be.
For that reason, too, only the vertical pan allows you to bake the loaf size of your choice—small,
medium, or large.PREHEAT CYCLESome machines will warm the ingredients either prior to
mixing or during the kneading phase. There’s no need to warm your ingredients to room
temperature if your machine does it for you. At first we liked this feature. It seemed to ensure
consistently good results, and back in those days, preheating only lasted about 5 minutes.
Unfortunately, now it’s more of an annoyance than a benefit. In newer machines the preheat
cycle can be as much as 40 minutes long! That means 40 minutes before mixing ever begins.
Since the most crucial step in producing good bread is to judge the consistency of the dough as
it mixes, having to wait 30 or 40 minutes to do so is intolerable. With that long a delay, we’d like to
see the manufacturers include a way to skip the preheat cycle when desired. Ask to see the
instruction booklet when shopping for a bread machine. Most have a diagram of the cycles and
their lengths. Be sure to note how long the preheat cycle is, if there is one.RAPID BAKE
CYCLEThis cycle bakes bread approximately 1 hour faster than the Standard Bake Cycle. It’s
also referred to as a Quick Bake or Turbo cycle. The duration of the Standard Bake cycle varies
widely from machine to machine; some are 3½ to 4 hours, others are as short as 1 hour!
Therefore, some bread machines list no Rapid Bake cycle but their Standard Bake cycle may
actually be a Rapid Bake (which we consider to be anything under 3 hours). Refer to the
instruction booklet for the length of the various baking cycles.With the frantic pace of our lives,
the speediness of an appliance is certainly a key selling point, but in the case of homemade
bread, you need to weigh speed versus flavor. That wonderful flavor you so cherish in
homemade bread can only be developed over time. A rapidly produced bread will be good but it
just won’t have the same body and aroma. However, if baking bread always seems to be a last-
minute activity for you, then the rapid baking machines are your answer.DOUGH (OR MANUAL)
CYCLEThis feature signals you to remove the dough at the stage where it’s ready to be shaped,
allowed to rise one last time, and then baked. Every machine has this option, and even if you’re
not a hands-on bread baker at this point, you’ll learn to enjoy this feature in time. We’ve
nicknamed it the “Fun Cycle.” You can use it for something as simple as making your own
hamburger buns or tackle something more creative by braiding a beautiful Challah bread for
Rosh Hashanah. If you’re looking for a show stopper, create a cornucopia made from dough and
then fill it with homemade rolls for Thanksgiving. (You’ll find recipes for the Challah and the
cornucopia in our book More Bread Machine Magic.)WHOLE WHEAT CYCLEThis cycle extends



the kneading and rising phases, which is a boon for breads that contain at least 50 percent
whole-grain flours. Can you bake whole-grain breads in machines without this feature? Yes.
Without the extended cycles, however, sometimes you need to compensate by adjusting your
ingredients, adding gluten, or stopping and restarting your machine after the first kneading cycle
—all in an effort to achieve taller, lighter, whole-grain loaves.FRENCH BREAD CYCLEThis cycle
is best suited for breads low in fat and sugar. Usually, less time is spent kneading the dough and
more time is devoted to the rising cycle, which results in breads with crisp, crackly crusts and
coarse, chewy interiors. You can produce crisp-crusted breads in machines that do not have this
feature by eliminating the fat and reducing the sugar in your recipes. Such loaves won’t be
identical to those baked on a French cycle, however.SWEET BREAD CYCLESome machines
offer this feature in addition to offering a crust color selector. It’s best suited for breads that are
high in sugar or fat (more than 2 tablespoons) or breads that burn easily, such as egg, cheese,
and some whole-grain breads. In most cases, your bread will bake at a lower temperature. In
other machines, it’s also a longer cycle, start-to-finish, than the standard cycle.RAISIN/NUT
CYCLEThis feature comes in handy when you want to bake a bread with raisins, chopped dried
fruits, or nuts. The machine will signal late in the kneading phase when it’s time to add those
extras. It prevents them from being pulverized, which can happen if they’re added in the very
beginning with the rest of the ingredients. If the machine you purchased doesn’t have this
feature, you can set a timer to ring about 5 to 10 minutes before the end of the final kneading
cycle to alert you that it’s time to add the extras.JAM/BUTTER/CAKES/QUICK BREADSThese
are options available on the “deluxe” machines. Some people dismiss them at first, but once they
stop and think about slathering a thick slice of warm, fresh-baked bread with some delicious
homemade jam or butter, this feature becomes much more enticing!Quick breads (not to be
confused with breads baked on a Rapid Bake cycle) are non-yeast breads such as banana nut
bread, pumpkin bread, etc. You can also bake small cakes using the Quick Bread cycle.COOL-
DOWN/KEEP-WARM CYCLEThough it won’t cool the bread completely after baking, the ½-hour
Cool-Down cycle will remove excessive heat and moisture from the machine so you won’t be left
with a soggy, limp loaf in case you’re not around when the baking ends.Instead of cooling the
finished bread, some machines have a Keep-Warm cycle that does the opposite. It keeps the
bread warm for several hours until you’re able to remove it from the machine.DELAYED BAKE
TIMERUndoubtedly, this is the most popular bread machine feature of all. It allows you to
program your machine to bake at a specified time, which means you can wake to the heady
aroma of freshly baked bread (could there be a better alarm clock?) or be greeted by an
intoxicating fragrance after a hard day at work. For that reason, this feature is standard on every
machine.DELAYED BAKE TIMER FOR THE DOUGH CYCLEThose of us with a passion for
pizza and dinner rolls love this cycle. You can place the ingredients in the machine in the
morning and have dough ready to use when you walk through the door in the evening.
Unfortunately, not many machines have this feature, yet, so read the instruction manuals
carefully if you’re looking for one that does.VIEWING WINDOWWe’ve baked thousands of



loaves and we still like to “sneak a peek.” Actually, the window isn’t the frill it might seem to be at
first. The best thing you can do to ensure a successful loaf of bread is to check the dough as it
kneads. If it appears too wet or too dry, you can make adjustments and avoid disappointing
results 4 hours later. It also enables you to spot the dough that is threatening to overflow the
bread pan the moment the baking cycle kicks on. (A mere prick with a toothpick will prevent
certain disaster.)Our last, rarely mentioned benefit of the viewing window is that it’s a dandy way
to entertain children and visiting grandchildren! Pull up a chair so they can peek in and it will
fascinate them for quite a while.CRUST COLOR SELECTIONThis is a useful feature when
baking breads that are high in sugar or fat, or breads containing cheese, eggs, and whole grains.
With a medium crust color setting, they’d bake up too dark. Being able to adjust to a light crust
setting is requisite. You’ll find this feature on most machines nowadays.CUSTOM CONTROLS/
EXTENDED RISE/PAUSE CYCLEThere are a few machines that allow you to program the
cycles from start to finish, jump from one cycle to another, extend the rising time, or pause in mid-
rise to fill or coat a dough. Much as that sounds like something only an advanced bread machine
baker would use, once you’re familiar with your machine, these features are relatively easy to
use. It’s surprising how many times we’ve relied on them to give a reluctant riser a little more time
or skip ahead to the bake cycle when a bread is rising too quickly or to remove a dough and coat
it with seeds. They’re really bonus features worth serious consideration.POWER SAVERIf you
live in an area that experiences frequent power outages, this feature may be your savior. If you
electricity goes off or someone pulls the plug, all is not lost. If power is restored within 10
minutes, your machine will start up right where it left off. (If not, simply remove the dough, place it
in a greased 8×4-inch (small loaf), 9×5-inch (medium loaf) or two 8×4-inch (large loaf) bread
pan(s), allow it to rise until doubled, then bake “the old-fashioned way.”YEAST
DISPENSERSome Panasonic machines have a small compartment in the lid that dispenses the
yeast shortly before the second kneading phase rather than adding it in the beginning with the
rest of the ingredients. The yeast dispenser guarantees that the yeast will remain dry and not
activate prematurely when using the Delayed Bake setting. Since the yeast is separated from the
rest of the ingredients, the machine is able to mix the yeast-free dough the moment you press
Start, even on the Delayed Timer. This unique feature enables you to judge and make
adjustments to all bread doughs immediately.MISCELLANEOUSOther features to consider,
which may or may not be important to you:• A removable lid makes cleanup easier.• The size of
the machine can be a consideration if you’re short on counter space.• If you simply don’t have
room for another appliance on your countertop, know that there are now combination toaster
oven/bread machines being produced.• Some control panels are difficult to read at counter
height. Make sure the machine you’re considering has a readable one.SERVICINGWhen
selecting a machine, it’s also important to keep in mind the servicing aspect. Most machines are
real workhorses and rarely develop mechanical problems, but when they do, the quality of the
manufacturer’s customer service becomes vitally important. You don’t want to be told it will be
three months before they can repair/replace your machine. It pays to ask other bread machine



owners what their experiences with customer service have been. The good news is, most
manufacturers work very hard to keep the customer satisfied. Some of the nicest people you’ll
ever want to meet work in this industry.Also, if you have a local appliance repair shop that
handles bread machines, ask questions about the problems they see most often and their
opinion of the machine(s) you’re considering purchasing. They’re the ones who know these
machines inside and out.2Bread-baking Facts and GuidelinesTHE SCIENCE AND ART OF
BAKING BREADWe think it would be useful to share a few facts about bread baking in general.
For those of you who have never baked a loaf of bread by hand, we’d like to give you a better
understanding of some of the elements involved in producing that “mini-miracle” each time you
press the Start button. For those of you who are experienced bread bakers, we hope we’ve done
our research well enough to surprise you with one or two new facts.THE ESSENTIAL
INGREDIENTS• Gluten, the protein found mainly in wheat flour, gives bread its structure. The
higher the gluten content, the higher and stronger the loaf will be.• Yeast, a living organism, is
activated when it comes in contact with warm liquids. It feeds on sugars and produces bubbles
of carbon dioxide gas, which cause the bread to slowly rise.• Flour contains gluten, starch, and
enzymes that can convert the starch into sugar.• Liquids activate the yeast and bind the dough.•
Salt moderates the yeast’s activity and strengthens the gluten structure.MIXING/KNEADING
THE DOUGH• As the dough is mixed and later kneaded, the tangled elastic strands of gluten in
the flour begin to unfold and form a weblike structure. (If you take a well-kneaded piece of
dough, roll it out very thin, and hold it up to the light, you can easily see the gluten structure.)• At
the same time malt enzymes, found in both wheat flour and barley, begin to break down the
starch molecules in the flour(s) and turn them into sugars … food for the yeast.• The amount and
type of kneading largely determines the final texture of the bread. The more you knead the
dough (up to a point), the finer the texture will be. As you knead, you break up the little pockets
of air being incorporated into the dough. It’s these air pockets between the strands of gluten that
fill up with the carbon dioxide produced by the yeast. The smaller the air pockets, the finer the
bread’s texture.• It is possible to “overknead” bread dough … usually by machine, rarely by hand.
Its structure will break down, the gluten will lose its elasticity, and you’ll be left with a useless,
sticky blob of dough. If you stopped and restarted your machine several times after each
kneading cycle, you’d risk this happening to your dough.• When kneading dough by hand,
always work in any extra flour a little at a time. Avoid adding large quantities of flour to your
dough all at once; you’ll end up with a very tough, dry, heavy loaf of bread.• Well-kneaded dough
is smooth and satiny and has a soft, pliable body to it. You should be able to knead it with one
hand at that point.RISING OF THE DOUGH• Once the dough has been fully kneaded by hand, it
is covered and set in a warm location to rise. The dough will eventually double in size.• As the
dough sits, the yeast cells feed on the available sugars, multiply, and produce carbon dioxide
gas and alcohol. (That’s the fermentation process in a nutshell.) The ever-increasing bubbles of
carbon dioxide fill up the open spaces between the weblike strands of gluten, causing the dough
to expand and rise.• The optimum rising temperature is between 80° and 85°F.• If a dough is



“forced” to rise faster by subjecting it to higher temperatures, it will also produce more alcohol,
giving the bread a sour taste and unpleasant smell.• To warm the oven slightly for rising, turn the
oven on “warm” for 1 minute, then turn it off, and place the covered dough in the oven to rise until
doubled.• After the first rising, the bread is punched down and usually allowed to rise a second
time. Since the yeast organisms have multiplied greatly in number, the loaf will double in size
again in about half the time it took to do so the first time.• Punching down the dough (deflating it
gently with your fist) redistributes the yeast and provides it with more oxygen and new food
sources. It also forces out some of the excess carbon dioxide and alcohol.• After the second
rising, the dough is turned out onto a floured or lightly oiled countertop, then gently shaped (to
avoid breaking gluten strands), placed into bread pans, covered, and left to rise one last time.•
When shaping the dough into braids, dinner rolls, pizza crusts, etc., it’s easier to handle if you
first place it on a lightly floured surface, cover it, and allow it to rest for 10 to 15 minutes. The
elastic gluten strands in the dough will relax and it will be much easier to handle. If you’ve ever
struggled with a pizza dough that kept shrinking up every time you tried to stretch it out to the
edges of the pan, try letting the dough rest and relax before shaping it to fit the pan. As our friend
Jana Cason explains, it’s just too “excited”! Also, try to avoid overhandling or adding more flour
to the dough at this point. Overhandling and excess flour result in a very inflexible dough and a
heavy, tough bread.• The maximum number of risings is four or five; after that the yeast’s food
supply is exhausted.• Breads containing acidic ingredients such as buttermilk, yogurt, sour
cream, and lemon juice will rise faster than breads without these ingredients.• The more you
load breads down with heavy ingredients such as fruits and nuts, the slower they will rise.•
Whole-grain bread doughs and other doughs low in gluten need longer kneading times and are
slow risers.• The dough should not expand to more than double its size during the last rise. That
leaves a little growing room for the “oven spring”—the yeast’s grand finale.• If the shaped loaves
are allowed to “over-rise” to their maximum expansion before baking, oven spring will not occur.
Instead, the gas cells will burst, the gluten structure will give way, and the loaves will collapse.•
It’s fairly easy to spot over-risen doughs. They are very light, puffy, and have very little body.
Rather than bake them and have disappointing results, simply reshape, let rise (watch them
carefully this time), and then bake.BAKING• There is a wide assortment of baking pans that can
be used when baking breads in the oven. If you choose to use a glass or black steel pan, reduce
the recommended oven temperature by 25°F to avoid overbrowning the bread. Black pans
produce dark-crusted breads, silver pans produce light-crusted breads. If you bake freeform
loaves, choose a sturdy stainless-steel baking sheet. There are also special curved French
bread pans that will hold two loaves. They are perforated along the bottom to produce crisp
crusts. Pizza and baking stones also produce very crisp crusts. Follow the manufacturer’s
instructions very carefully—they crack if not handled properly. We’re read recipes for breads
baked in coffee cans, flower pots, on quarry tiles, etc. We caution you to use containers
specifically designed for food use to avoid contaminating your breads with toxic materials.•
When the bread is put into the hot oven, the heat causes one last surge in the yeast’s activity.



More carbon dioxide is created, the gas expands quickly, and there is a rapid increase in the
loaf’s size. This is called “oven spring.”• Once the interior of the bread reaches 140°F, the yeast
dies and the leavening gasses and alcohol evaporate.• A light-colored loaf will be less flavorful
than a dark one.• Brushing or spraying loaves with water during baking will produce a crisp crust.
Loaves brushed with an egg wash before baking will have a shiny, golden crust. Milk brushed on
a loaf prior to baking will give it a glossy, dark brown finish. For a soft, tender crust, brush the
bread with butter or margarine right after removing it from the oven.• A perfectly baked loaf of
bread is golden brown, nicely rounded on top, hollow sounding when tapped on the bottom, and
firm to the touch. It shouldn’t be split around the edges, sunken in the middle, or oddly shaped.
When the bread has been allowed to cool and then sliced, the interior should reveal a fine crumb
with no large air tunnels. Each slice should have a firm body to it and the air pockets should be
tiny and uniform in size. If the slice is coarse and full of large holes, very dry and crumbly, or limp,
it will be difficult to butter or use in a sandwich.• Remove bread from pan promptly after baking
and place on a wire rack to cool.• As tempting as that hot bread is, try to let it rest a minimum of
15 minutes before slicing; an hour is even better. It will set up and be much easier to slice. Some
very soft breads need even longer—as much as overnight—before they’re “sliceable.” Of course,
the exceptions to the rule are the rustic French- and sourdough-type breads with their typical
coarse texture. When you slice into a good French bread, it should be riddled with holes, both
large and small.ESSENTIAL GUIDELINES FOR BREAD MACHINE BAKINGYou will find some
of these guidelines in your bread machine instruction booklet. The rest come from our personal
experience as well as shared thoughts and suggestions from other bread machine
bakers.INGREDIENTS• Breads turn out best when the ingredients are at room temperature,
especially the liquids. The knowledgeable bakers at Red Star Yeast recommend an optimum
liquid temperature of 80°F. Depending on the wattage of your microwave, a quick 30 to 60
seconds on HIGH will warm a cold cup of milk to about that temperature.• Heavier breads such
as the whole-grain loaves containing whole wheat, rye, oatmeal, etc., and breads containing a
large quantity of extra ingredients such as raisins, nuts, seeds, grains, or cheese will not be as
tall as simple white breads.• Stay with the prescribed amounts of flour and liquids recommended
for your machine. Trying to double a recipe could put an undue burden on your machine’s motor
and would definitely overflow the pan during baking.• For best results, use only fresh
ingredients.• Any ingredients that were heated, roasted, or cooked should be cooled at room
temperature before adding them to the rest of the ingredients in the bread pan.• For whole-grain,
cheese, or egg breads and loaves containing a high percentage of sugar or fat, select a Light
Crust and/or Sweet Bread setting to avoid burnt crusts.MEASURING INGREDIENTS• It is very
important to measure all ingredients carefully when using a bread machine. Sometimes as little
as 1 tablespoon of liquid can make the difference between success and failure.• To measure
liquids properly, place the measuring cup on a level surface, pour in the liquid, then check the
measurement at eye level.• To measure flour properly, stir it first with a spoon to aerate it, then
lightly spoon the flour into the measuring cup (do not press it in with the back of the spoon or tap



the sides of the measuring cup to pack it down); level it with a straight-edged knife or spatula.
Don’t be a flour scooper! (We know you scoopers are out there … we meet you all the time.
You’re lovely people, but knock it off!) What happens when you dip into the bag or canister of
flour with your measuring cup is that you pack in several extra tablespoons of flour each time.
Two or three scoops and you have a great deal of extra flour you’re not aware that you’re adding.
If your breads are consistently heavy, small, and dry, this is probably the reason why.• If you can’t
resist packing ingredients into a measuring cup, save that urge for when you’re measuring
shortening and brown sugar. They should be firmly pressed down into the measuring
cup.JUDGING THE DOUGH• If you want consistently good bread each time you use your
machine, take a few moments after pressing the “Start” button to observe the dough as it mixes
and kneads. Don’t be afraid to open the lid to do so, if you can’t see through the window.
Experienced hands-on bread bakers develop a sixth sense for the proper feel of well-kneaded
dough and you can too, using your eyes and ears as well as your hands.• As soon as the dough
begins to form a ball (after 5 to 10 minutes of mixing), give it a healthy pinch. You’re looking for a
dough that is soft and pliable. Doughs that are stiff and hard to pinch will invariably bake up into
short, dense loaves. If it doesn’t pass the pinch test, add more liquid 1 tablespoon at a time until
it does. (Think sensuous! By the end of the kneading cycle, the dough should be warm, soft,
alive, and have a lot of give to it. If you were to turn it out onto the countertop, you could easily
work it with one hand.)• You’ll also need to feel and observe the outer surface of the dough, once
all the flour is incorporated. It should be smooth and slightly tacky to the touch. At this point if it’s
either too wet and sticky or too dry and crumbly, you can make adjustments that will correct the
problem. If too wet, add more flour as it kneads, 1 tablespoon at a time. If dry and crumbly, add
more liquid 1 tablespoon at a time. Allow the flour or liquid to be fully absorbed by the dough
each time before adding additional tablespoons. Normally, it’s only a matter of 1 or 2 additional
tablespoons of liquid or flour to correct the problem.• If you have to add flour or water to the
recipe, jot down what you did so that in the future you will not have to spend time observing and
feeling the dough each time, unless the weather is unusually humid or dry.• In addition to using
your sense of sight and touch to judge a dough, learn to also use your sense of hearing. It is
important to listen to your machine as it goes about mixing and kneading the dough. If your
dough is too heavy or stiff, your machine will struggle and strain to mix it. It may even begin to
stall. To alleviate the stress on your bread machine’s motor, add more liquid, 1 tablespoon at a
time, to soften the dough and facilitate kneading. Listen closely again. You may even detect a
soft sigh from your machine and a whispered “thank you.”• The other time it’s advantageous to
take a quick peek at the dough is near the end of the final rising stage, shortly before it starts to
bake. “Oven spring,” which we describe here and here, also applies to the bread machine. Have
you noticed how your bread takes a final jump in height during the first 8 to 10 minutes of
baking? That’s “oven spring.” So if your dough is already nearing the lid of your machine at the
end of the rising phase, you have a calamity about to take place. We’ve witnessed many a loaf
flow down the side of the bread pan during our testings. So if you can catch it in time, a prick or



two with a toothpick to deflate the top of the loaf will save you from a monumental cleanup job
later on. (Flour and water baked onto the interior of your bread machine for an hour puts super
glue to shame!)THE WEATHER CAN AFFECT YOUR BREADS• We’ll discuss this in length later
on, but if you’re a new bread baker, you need to know from the beginning that the weather can
sometimes play havoc with your loaves. (It’s also comforting to have something other than “pilot
error” to blame those duds on, once in a while.)• If it is exceptionally humid, dry, cold, hot—any
extreme in climatic conditions—you need to make adjustments when adding your ingredients.
See the Helpful Hints chapter (here) for specific advice.DELAYED BAKE TIMER• Always keep
the yeast dry when using the delayed timer setting. The moment the yeast combines with the
liquids, it begins to activate. To prevent it from activating prematurely, place all liquid ingredients
in the bottom of the bread pan, followed by the dry ingredients on top. Make a well in the flour for
the yeast. (Panasonic bread machines have a yeast dispenser; keeping the yeast separate is no
problem.)• Do not use any items on the delayed timer setting that would spoil when left out of the
refrigerator for several hours. Such items would include milk, eggs, buttermilk, sour cream, and
cottage cheese. Water plus powdered substitutes can be used to replace the milk, eggs, and
buttermilk in recipes listing those ingredients.MEASUREMENTS / CONVERSIONS1½
teaspoons = ½ tablespoon3 teaspoons = 1 tablespoon4 tablespoons = ¼ cup51⁄3 tablespoons =
1⁄3 cup16 tablespoons = 1 cup1⁄8 cup = 2 tablespoons3⁄8 cup = ¼ cup + 2 tablespoons5⁄8 cup = ½
cup + 2 tablespoons7⁄8 cup = ¾ cup + 2 tablespoons11⁄8 cup = 1 cup + 2 tablespoons2
tablespoons = 1⁄8 cup = 1 ounce8 tablespoons = ½ cup = 4 ounces16 tablespoons = 1 cup = 8
ounces = ½ pint2 cups = 16 ounces = 1 pint = ½ quart4 cups = 32 ounces = 2 pints = 1 quart8
cups = 64 ounces = 4 pints = 2 quarts = ½ gallon16 cups = 128 ounces = 8 pints = 4 quarts = 1
gallon1 cup all-purpose flour = 130 grams = 4.59 ounces1 cup bread flour = 135 grams = 4.76
ounces1 cup whole wheat flour = 128 grams = 4.51 ounces4 ounces grated cheese = 1 cup1
stick of butter = 8 tablespoons = ½ cup = ¼ pound1 pound of butter = 2 cups1 large egg = scant
¼ cup liquid1 lemon = 2 to 3 tablespoons juice1 lemon = 4 teaspoons grated rind1 medium
orange = 6 to 8 tablespoons juice1 medium orange = 1½ tablespoons grated rind• To measure
flour properly, stir it first with a spoon to aerate it, then lightly spoon the flour into a measuring
cup (do not press it in with the back of the spoon or tap the sides of the measuring cup to pack it
down); level it with a straight-edged knife or spatula. Do not scoop flour out of the bag or
cannister with the measuring cup. You’ll end up with an extra tablespoon or two of flour per cup,
enough to make a big difference in your bread.• Measure liquids by placing the measuring cup
on a level surface, pour in the liquid, then check the measurement at eye level. A clear glass or
plastic liquid measuring cup is essential. Do not use your dry measuring cup.• Shortening and
brown sugar should be firmly packed into the measuring cup before leveling
off.3IngredientsWHEAT FLOURSThe wheat berry consists of an outer layer (the bran), a small
embryo inside (the germ), and the starchy interior (the endosperm), which provides food for the
developing seed. Bread flour, which is the milled endosperm of hard winter and spring wheat
kernels, has the highest gluten content among the white flours, and it produces the highest rising



loaves. Spring wheat flour is planted in the spring and is harvested late summer; winter wheat is
planted in the fall but lies dormant under winter snows and is later harvested in the early
summer. Spring wheats are generally a little higher in gluten than winter wheats.Whole wheat
flour contains all elements of the wheat kernel: the germ, the bran, and the endosperm. For that
reason, it also contains more nutrients, fiber, and natural oils. Whole wheat breads are denser
and usually less tall than strictly white flour loaves.Milling grains today usually involves grinding
them between rapidly rotating steel cylinders until crushed, or smashing them with swiftly
moving steel hammer heads, turning the grains to powder instantly. Both methods involve speed
and high temperatures. Stone-ground flour, as the name suggests, is crushed between stone
mills, but at a much slower pace and lower temperature than the more modern methods. The
value of the “old-fashioned” stone milling process is that nutrients are not lost to the excessive
heat and oxidation created by the more “efficient” methods.White flour should be stored in
airtight containers in a cool (75°F or less), dry location. If properly stored, the shelf life for
commercial flour is 15 months from the coded date on the back of the package. (To decipher the
date, simply call the 800 number listed on the package for directions.)If you have a problem with
weevils during the warm summer months, place newly purchased flour in the freezer for several
days. Then store it in a tightly sealed container. You shouldn’t have any further problems with
“unwelcome guests.”Whole wheat and any other whole-grain flours should be kept under
refrigeration to prevent the natural oils in the wheat germ and bran from turning rancid. If you
choose to freeze them, know that freezing destroys vitamin E. (Note: If you plan to hand-mill your
own grains, grind only enough flour for immediate use. Freshly ground flour will turn rancid
rapidly and begin to lose valuable nutrients within two to three days. The raw grains, however,
will keep indefinitely.)ALL-PURPOSE FLOUR• All-purpose flour is a blend of hard and soft
wheats and was created to be a single flour that would work well in all recipes from delicate
cakes to hearty breads.• All-purpose flour is the milled starchy endosperm of the wheat kernel.
The bran and wheat germ have been removed. Its natural yellowish tinge has been chemically
whitened, usually with a chlorine gas.• The average protein/gluten content is 10 to 11 percent.•
Breads baked in the bread machine using all-purpose bleached or unbleached flour will be
significantly smaller than those made with bread flour with its higher amount of
gluten.UNBLEACHED FLOUR• Unbleached flour is an all-purpose flour that has whitened with
age; however, that aging process may have been chemically accelerated.BREAD FLOUR•
Bread flour produces the highest loaves. You will find it in the market labeled “bread flour” or
“Better for Bread Flour.”• Bread flour is also ground from the endosperm of the wheat kernel, but
it is composed of strictly hard wheat flour, not a mixture of hard and soft wheat like all-purpose
flour.• The protein/gluten content of bread flour can be anywhere from 12 to 16 percent; usually,
it’s right around 14 percent.• Gluten absorbs water; consequently, a bread-flour dough requires
more liquid than a dough made from all-purpose flour.• Some bread flours have potassium
bromate added. It strengthens the gluten; higher loaves are a result. This is known as “bromated
flour,” which some bread machine manufacturers recommend. Other commercial bread flours



contain ascorbic acid (vitamin C) instead of potassium bromate. It, too, aids in creating higher-
rising loaves.SELF-RISING FLOUR• Baking soda and salt have been added to all-purpose flour
to create self-rising flour. Self-rising flour is not recommended for use in bread machine recipes
because it has less gluten than bread flour and a higher sodium content. It is best used in non-
yeast baked goods.CAKE/PASTRY FLOUR• Again, these flours are obviously better suited for
purposes other than bread baking. They are both milled from low-gluten, soft wheat.INSTANT
FLOUR• This flour is also not appropriate for bread baking. It usually comes in a can and
because of its quick-mixing properties, is best put to use thickening sauces and gravies.WHOLE
WHEAT FLOUR• Whole wheat flour contains all three components of the wheat kernel: the bran,
the germ, and the endosperm.• Whole wheat breads will not be as tall as loaves made with
bread flour. If your whole wheat breads are too small, replacing a portion of the whole wheat
flour with bread flour or adding gluten will help. (You can purchase vital wheat gluten at most
health food stores.)• Usually, stone-ground wheat flour is coarser than the steel-ground whole
wheat flour. The coarser the flour, the harder it is for the gluten to develop fully. As a result,
breads made with stone-ground flour or coarsely ground hand-milled flour do not rise as high as
other whole-grain flours. You will probably want to add gluten or some other dough enhancer
and/or extra yeast.• Whole-grain flours take longer to absorb moisture; the dough should feel
more moist than a white-flour dough. If it is dry and stiff to the touch, that means it has too much
flour, not enough liquid, and that it will result in a small, heavy, and very dense loaf. We all know
them well—the infamous “doorstops” and “hockey pucks.”WHOLE WHEAT BREAD FLOUR•
Some health food stores sell this type of whole wheat flour. It is ground from hard wheat and has
a higher gluten content than regular whole wheat flour.• You can essentially create your own
whole wheat bread flour by adding up to one tablespoon gluten to each cup of whole wheat
flour.WHITE WHOLE WHEAT FLOUR• This is a fairly new flour on the market and not widely
available as of this writing (see Sources). It’s good news for those not particularly fond of the full-
bodied, slightly bitter flavor of whole wheat. White whole wheat flour provides the same nutrients
as whole wheat flour but has the mild, sweeter taste of white all-purpose flour.• White whole
wheat flour can be used in any recipe—even gravy—calling for all-purpose flour.• Treat this flour
as you would regular whole wheat flour; it still needs the longer kneading and rising times. The
finished product resembles a loaf made with 50 percent all-purpose flour and 50 percent whole
wheat flour.WHOLE WHEAT PASTRY FLOUR• Whole wheat pastry flour is ground from soft
wheat, which means it has a low gluten content. It’s comparable to cake flour and not suited for
bread machine baking.GRAHAM FLOUR• Graham flour is soft winter wheat that resembles
whole wheat flour in taste but has less protein (gluten). It will not produce as tall a loaf as regular
whole wheat flour.DURUM FLOUR• Durum wheat, from which durum flour is ground, is the
hardest of the wheats. A bread made entirely from durum wheat would be inedible.SEMOLINA
FLOUR• Semolina flour is a refined durum flour, minus the bran and wheat germ. It is highly
prized as a pasta flour. Combined with liquid and oil, it forms a very stiff dough, making possible
a multitude of pasta shapes.• Semolina flour can also be used in breads.TRITICALE FLOUR•



Triticale is a hybrid grain—a cross between rye, durum, and red winter wheat.• It is higher in
protein than either wheat or rye flours but low in gluten. For a decent-size loaf, you need to
combine it with at least an equal amount of high-gluten wheat flour.• Triticale flour has a “ryelike”
sweet, nutty flavor.KAMUT FLOUR• An ancient grain, kamut is a relative of durum wheat.• It is
high in protein and potassium and contains a unique type of gluten that is easier for the body to
utilize than regular wheat.• Kamut flour, though high in protein, is low in gluten. It must be
combined with higher-gluten wheat flour to produce an acceptable bread.SPELT FLOUR• Spelt
is an ancient wheat once grown in Mesopotamia that can survive very hostile growing
conditions.• Some people who are allergic to wheat find they can tolerate spelt wheat. Check
with your allergist first to be sure.• Spelt flour contains enough gluten to be an adequate
substitute for wheat flours.NON-WHEAT FLOURSNon-wheat flours contain very small amounts
of gluten; consequently, they must be combined with wheat flours to produce a normal-size loaf.
We found that using a 2½:1 ratio (2½ parts wheat flour to 1 part non-wheat flour) generally
worked well.Well-stocked grocery stores now carry the most common non-wheat flours such as
rye and barley, but the best place to find all these flours under one roof is a health food store. If
you’re interested in experimenting with one or two of the more exotic flours and your health food
store doesn’t carry them, refer to the list of Sources (here).LIGHT/MEDIUM RYE FLOUR• This is
a light grayish-tan flour ground from the endosperm of the rye grain. It does not contain the bran
or germ.• It produces breads with a hearty, old-world country flavor.• Rye flour is high in protein
but low in gluten. You need to use at least 2 cups wheat flour for each cup rye flour to produce an
acceptable loaf in a bread machine.DARK/PUMPERNICKEL RYE FLOUR• Ground from the
whole rye grain, it contains the bran and the germ as well as the endosperm.• It has a coarser
texture than light/medium rye flour and bakes up into a darker loaf.• This flour is usually more
difficult to locate. It’s best suited for the dark pumpernickels and rustic black breads.OAT
FLOUR• If you cannot locate oat flour in your health food store, try making your own. Place rolled
oats in a blender or food processor and process until finely ground. You can also create oat flour
by grinding whole oat groats in a hand mill.• Oat flour contains an antioxidant, which acts as a
preservative, helping the bread to retain its freshness longer.• It is very high in protein, low in
gluten, and must be combined with wheat flour to produce an acceptable loaf.BARLEY FLOUR•
Barley flour has a mild sweet flavor and low gluten content, and is pale gray in color.• Barley
breads should contain at least 3 cups wheat flour for every 1 cup barley flour.• It is perishable
and should be stored in the refrigerator or freezer.• Barley flour lends a soft, almost cakelike
texture to breads and a subtle sweetness to the taste.BUCKWHEAT FLOUR• Made from
grinding buckwheat groats, this flour is high in protein, relatively high in fat, and very low in
gluten.• It’s a pungent, tart, earthy-tasting flour that lends a grayish color to the finished bread. It
is best used in small amounts, no more than ½ cup per loaf.MILLET FLOUR• Millet flour is high
in protein but very low in gluten.• It is a light, yellowish flour with a slightly gritty texture.• Breads
baked with millet flour tend to be dry and crumbly in texture. We preferred using millet flour on a
3:1 ratio (3 parts wheat flour, 1 part millet flour).AMARANTH FLOUR• Amaranth is higher in



protein, lysine, iron, and calcium than most other grains.• Use this low-gluten flour in
combination with high-gluten wheat flour; ½ cup amaranth flour per loaf will suffice.TEFF
FLOUR• Teff flour has been favored by the highland Ethiopians for centuries.• This light flour has
a high ratio of bran and germ because the teff grain is the smallest of all grains.• Combine teff
flour with wheat flour for an acceptable-size loaf.STORAGE• Whole-grain flours that still contain
some or all of the bran and germ should be stored in the refrigerator or freezer. These include
dark rye, barley, buckwheat, millet, amaranth, and quinoa.GLUTEN-FREE FLOURS AND
GRAINSBrown and/or white rice flours form the basis of most gluten-free breads. To vary the
flavor, substitute other gluten-free flours and grains in ¼-, ½-, or 1-cup quantities. The possible
combinations are limited only by your imagination! For instance, we replaced 1 cup rice flour
with 1 cup corn flour and produced a mild-flavored, great change-of-pace bread.RICE FLOUR•
Both brown and white rice flours are available. Brown rice flour includes the rice bran and,
therefore, is more nutritious and has more fat than white rice flour.• Bread made with rice flour
instead of wheat flour has a sweet flavor and chewy texture.• Rice flour is the most common
substitute for wheat flour when baking gluten-free breads.SWEET RICE FLOUR• This is a waxy
form of rice flour that is not normally used in baked goods. It’s better suited for thickening
sauces.POTATO STARCH FLOUR• This is the finely milled starch from the potato. It helps retain
the bread’s moisture and freshness and aids in the fermentation of the yeast.POTATO FLOUR
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Anne Wingate, “More Bread Machine Magic Again. The Bread Machine Magic Book of Helpful
HintsSecond Revised EditionBy Linda Rehberg and Lois ConwayPublished by St. Martin's
Griffin  ISBN 0312241232I bought this book from Amazon.
  
The Bread Machine Magic Book of Helpful Hints: Dozens of Problem-Solving Hints and
Troubleshooting Techniques for Getting the Most out of Your Bread Machine

  
  
Even More Bread Machine MagicThe Bread Machine Magic Book of Helpful Hints gives me
exactly what I need at this stage of learning to bake. It has clear explanations of why things do
and do not work as they should. I need this because I learned to cook in East Texas, in an area
not over 200 feet of altitude, and I live now at about 4200 feet of altitude and therefore at a much
lower barometric pressure.At low barometric pressure, yeast breads are one of the foods that
have problems. First, flour is dryer and therefore more of the liquid called for in the recipe is
needed. The book suggests adding no more than two or three tablespoons, but I sometimes
have to throw in half a cup or more. The other problem is that gravity is slightly less here than at
a lower altitude, and bread tends to need less yeast. I usually remove ¼ of the yeast in order for
the bread to turn out right.There are no more ingredients in these recipes than what you put in
yourself, which admittedly often involve spices you can't find at your local supermarket unless
you live in a VERY large town. But the less common spices and other ingredients are easily
available online. With the recipes in this series of books, you don't need any other cookbooks for
baking bread, unless you intend to go heavily into sourdough.Also, if you hate ignorance as
much as I do, you will appreciate the knowledge imparted by the first half of the book, which
explained to me what I had done to deserve some of the cookbook results.For example, in order
to make a two-pound loaf, you DON'T just double the ingredients of a one-pound loaf. I tried that,
and it took me about half an hour to clean the machine after the dough overflowed the pan and
stuck to the window at the top of the machine and then sank, leaving a large quantity of half-
cooked dough clinging to the (fortunately removable) lid and a huge hollow spot in the loaf
surrounded by a wall of burned bread that had to be laboriously broken off before I could even
get the bread pan out of the machine. This book has the same recipe I turned into a disaster,



only it has a tested (and smaller) amount of flour and yeast and the delicious citrus-rye flavor I
was going for.One of the most important things in this book is numerous explanations, where
needed, as to HOW things go wrong. It isn't necessary to go through my most recent bad
experience: I made complete whole wheat bread from the small cooking brochure which came
with my machine, and I am never going to use that recipe again. I literally couldn't even cut it until
it had sat on the counter all night, and I'm afraid to try to eat it. This cookbook contains a
functional (and far different) complete whole wheat bread recipe which I expect to try out, and
get good results from, today.Another useful thing in The Bread Machine Magic Book of Helpful
Hints is a whole section on creating your own recipes. In particular, it tells you how much of any
possible ingredient is too much, and I was at once able to figure out what I had done wrong in
trying to double an old recipe. From now on, when I use an old bread machine cookbook, I will
know to use the one and a half pound loaf recipe instead of trying to double the one-pound loaf
size to get a two pound loaf. Also, this section helps you to figure out how to turn old family
recipes into recipes you can make in a machine without creating a disaster or losing the touch of
home.I find this cookbook particularly valuable, even compared to the others in the series. When
I read reviews which call the books useless, I wonder whether the reviewers are able to read and
follow any recipes at all.”

S. Sanchez, “I LOVE this book!. I LOVE this book! I’ve been making bread for many years and
have used both Bread Machine Magic and More Bread Machine Magic, and even gave these
books to my daughters. But I had so many questions about ingredients, timing, etc. This book is
wonderful! It starts with basics and explains so much; it’s the first book in a long time that I’ve
actually read from page 1. I thank these ladies who wrote it! :)”

Jazz Fan Tudie, “... their Bread Machine recipe book (use it constantly) and love this one due to
the hints and trouble shooting. I already owned their Bread Machine recipe book (use it
constantly) and love this one due to the hints and trouble shooting. They also have an
absolutely killer lemon curd recipe made in the microwave that only takes 3-5 minutes to make.
Big time saver. However, I did improve on it by throwing the curd through a sieve and then into
my blender for several minutes and adding additional chunks of butter after the curd had cooled
down to 70 degrees. It tastes almost like the lemon cream I make (that is very time consuming)
from a Pierre Herme/Julia Child award winning dessert book!  Well worth the price.”

Horse Show Mom, “Love all the Bread Magic books. I have all 3 of the Bread Magic books and
love them all for the easy to follow directions, explanations of the science of maKing bread, and
of course the delicious recipes. Every recipe i have made has been an unqualified success.”

Ania, “A must have reference book. I haven't experimented with the recipes yet, but I refer to this
book every time I make bread. In order to make bread, I believe you have to understand the



ingredients: their purpose, how they interact with each other, how the environment can affect
them. This book provides a good introduction to bread making. The "operating knowledge" it
provides will make a failed bread less discouraging bec. you will be able to say, "maybe it failed
bec. I added too much salt." Also, there is a lot of helpful tips in the Troubleshooting chapter. If
you just follow a recipe and it does not work out, without knowing the basics you would be at a
loss as to what went wrong and you might give up.For example, the book will explain how flours
differ and how you might have to adjust your other ingredients to get a good rise out of the bread.
Provides great ideas such as using applesauce instead of oil. The book gave enough
confidence that I can start to play with a recipe and make it bit of my own.For a beginner, I
believe this is a must have book. It is easy to read, actually quite pleasant!”

TC, “Nice useful resource. I have only flipped through about 20 pages and already have found
helpful information. I am new to bread machine baking and that may be why, but it really looks
like a good resource book if you are doing unusual things. For example, I mix different kinds of
flours and different ingredients because I am experimenting at making low carb bread I like.
Explanations of unusual fours and a lot more is available and easily readable so that, along with
my knowledge of carbs, I can pick just what I am willing to try.”

J. Eyre, “Great book for information on machine bread making and really good recipes. I
purchased this book even before I got my bread machine and I'm sooooooo glad I did! My
bread machine came with a lot of recipes but not as comprehensive as these. She give a great
deal of information on what goes into bread making, trouble shooting and talks about the
ingredients, too, and the part they play. She, also, tested many different bread machines for
these recipes.”

Shelley white, “I’m happy. Used book /great shape / totally happy / lots of helpful hints !”

Neil Brougham, “Great Book. I wanted some tips on bread machines, and the reviews caused
me to buy the book. I started using some of the tips right away, and have made some of the
recipes. Get the book! It is very valuable.”

The book by Linda Rehberg has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 51 people have provided feedback.
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